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DISCLAIMER:
The European Commission financial support to the METALS project and for the production of this
publication does not constitute an endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only of the
authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the
information contained therein.

METALS Dissemination Report v.2

1. Introduction
This document gives an overview of the overall dissemination activities conducted across the entire lifespan of the project. In so doing, this deliverable builds upon the array of activities already described in
D.7.2, which covered the dissemination acitvities carried out between M1 and M18. This document is also
in line with the strategic approach set out by D.7.1 at the beginning of the METALS project. Overall, after
an initial period aimed at boosting the project profile and raising awareness on the evolution of skills in
the European machine tool sector, the dissemination focus shifted to communicating the results of the
project findings on the need for new skills in the AM domain as well as to promoting the e-learning
platform developed by the METALS’s consortium. As it appears from the activities illustrated below, it
must be noted that dissemination activities embraced all levels of territoriality, with the coordinator
focusing more on transnational audiences and the other partners concentrating more on regional or local
ones. This two-fold approach guaranteed all relevant partners in the European machine tool and AM
ecosystem have been reached. As a result of that, the objective of partners to shed light on the need to
modernize educational programmes in line with emerging manufacturing technologies has been
effectively met.

2. Dissemination activities
In line with the D.7.1 METALS dissemination strategy, the METALS consortium conducted both online and
offline actions in the three years of project implementation. The following sections offer an overview of
communication and dissemination actions undertaken by one or more project partners in the M1-M36
period.
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2.1 Activities in offline dissemination channels
2.1.1 Advocacy-related events
As previously mentioned in D.7.1, two key fora for the dissemination of the project have been the biannual CECIMO’s General Assembly meetings as well as its regular General Managers’ meetings. The
organisation’s General Assembly meetings are attended by about fifty high-level industrialists from a
variety of leading SMEs and big companies in the machine tool sector, as well as by directors and CEOs of
national associations representing machine tool builders. The list below shows all specific METALS’s
dissemination occasions in the context of these fora:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CECIMO General Assembly (Brussels, Belgium, 3 December 2016)
CECIMO General Managers meeting (San Sebastian, Spain, 13 May 2016)
CECIMO General Assembly (Rome, Italy, 26 November 2016)
CECIMO General Managers meeting (Zug, Switzerland, 26 April 2017)
CECIMO General Assembly (Rotterdam, the Netherlands, 20 June 2017)
CECIMO General Managers meeting (Hannover, Germany, 17 September 2017)
CECIMO General Assembly (Brussels, Belgium, 22 November 2017)
CECIMO General Managers meeting (Stockholm, Sweden, 23 March 2018)
CECIMO General Assembly (Mainz, Germany, 5 June 2018)
CECIMO General Managers meeting (Ankara, Turkey, 19 October 2018)
CECIMO General Assembly (Barcelona, Spain, 24 November 2018)

2.1.2 Policy-driven debates, industry conferences & trade fairs
Project key results have been disseminated in a variety of industry conferences and manufacturing policy
events. The focus has been on both the evolution of skills’ requirements in the European machine tool
industry as well as the creation of the freely accessible e-learning platform for learners.
The following list illustrates all the events where METALS was disseminated with speaking slots at
conferences and debates between M1 and M36:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Expotraining (Milan, Italy, 25-26 October 2016)
EFVET Annual Conference (Valencia, Spain, 30 October 2016)
Erasmus+ Centralized Actions Information meeting (Istanbul, Turkey, 31 October 2016)
Info meeting about the SSA and Knowledge Alliances (Utrecht, the Netherlands, 6 December
2016)
Round Table on METALS at conference on the promotion of international projects (Basque
Country, Spain, 16 December 2016)
Inside 3DPrinting conference (Dusseldorf, Germany, 2-3 February 2017)
Additive World Conference (Eindhoven, the Netherlands, 15 March 2017)
Additive Manufacturing Day (Elgoibar, Spain, 30 March 2017)
ASMAOLA – IMH conference (Elgoibar, Spain, April 2017)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ADDIT3D and SUBCONTRATACIÓN exhibitions (Bilbao, Spain, 6‐8 June 2017)
Additive Manufacturing European Conference (Brussels, Belgium, 7 June 2017)
WORKINN employment show (Basque Country, 7‐8th June 2017)
LANBAI employment show (Mondragon, Spain, 22 June 2017)
Presentation by ITB of academic paper: “What’s behind the mask? A case study on Additive
Manufacturing (AM) at "Crossing Boundaries in Vocational Education and Training: Social
Dimensions and Participation" conference (Rostock, Germany, 16-18 August 2017)
Presentation by ITB of academic paper: “Industry 4.0. – Disruptive Or Incremental Impact On
VET?” at " ECER 2017" conference (Copenhagen, Denmark, 22-25 August 2017)
EfVET Annual Conference (Thessaloniki, Spain, 25-28 October 2017)
Machine Tool Congress (San Sebastian, Spain, 25‐27 October 2017)
Fabtech trade show (Chicago, United States of America, 6‐9 November 2017)
Blech Expo trade show (Stuttgart, Germany, 7‐11 November 2017)
Formnext trade show (Frankfurt, Germany, 13‐16 November 2017)
Employment Forum of Navarra University (San Sebastian, Spain, 23 February 2018)
Workshop: Tackling the Skills gap in Additive Manufacturing (Brussels, Belgium, 13 March 2017)
Global Smart Manufacturing conference (Frankfurt, Germany, 29-31 March 2017)
Annual Smart Manufacturing Summit (Prague, Czech Republic, 6–7 April 2017)
CCMT China CNC Machine Tool Fair (Shanghai, China, 9‐13 April 2018)
EXPOMAQ Exposición Internacional de Máquinas‐herramienta (Guanajuato,
Mexico, 17‐20 April 2018)
KA2 Projects (Errenteria, Spain, 20 April 2018)
METALLOBRABOTKA trade show (Moscow, Russia, 14‐18 May 2018)
Employment trade show organized by the “Escuela de Ingeniería Politécnica de San Sebastian”
of the EHU‐UPV, the Basque Country University (Bilbao, Spain, 16 May 2018)
Symop Additive Manufacturing Working Group (Paris, France, 17 May 2018)
Manufacturing Performance Days (Tampere, Finland, 29-31 May 2017)
WORKINN employment show (Basque Country, 30‐31 May 2018)
Presentation by ITB of academic paper at BBFK (Austrian conference on VET-research): “
Additve Fertigung – Disruptive oder inkrementelle Auswirkungen auf die Berufliche Bildung im
Werkzeugmaschinenbau? (Steyr, Austria, 5 July 2018)
IMTS trade show (Chicago, USA, 10 – 15 September 2018)
AMB trade show (Stuttgart, Germany, 18 – 22 September 2018)
Metal Madrid trade show (Madrid, Spain, 26‐27 September 2018)
GTW conference at Magdeburg University (Magdeburg, Germany, 4 October 2018)
Monitoring Seminar for Sector Skills Alliances projects (Brussels, Belgium, 15 October 2018)

The project was also subject of many bilateral discussions between consortium partners and stakeholders
in the AM sector. It was also presented to other important actors in the manufacturing community, also
outside Europe. Examples of these activities from some of the partners in the consortium are illustrated
in Annex 1 at pag.10.

2.1.3 Promotion in key trade fairs already foreseen in the project description
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In line with the description of work, the project was disseminated at the largest machine tool trade fair
world-wide, EMO, as well as in the largest trade fairs for the sector in Germany, Italy and Spain. Concerning
EMO, communication around METALS took place at the 2017 edition, held on 18-23 September in
Hannover, Germany. A total of about 130,000 visitors attended the 2017 EMO edition. The Youth
Foundation presented METALS’s activities in a kiosk located in the Associations’ Hall of the exhibiting
ground. Visitors interested in new industry technologies, including skills, education and VET could find
here further information on the project.

Picture of the METALS kiosk at EMO Hannover 2017
CECIMO and AFM also promoted METALS findings obtained in the first half of the project in their own
booths. CECIMO’s booth was located in the Hall for Additive Manufacturing, the technology area
addressed in the METALS project. AFM disseminated the project through a roll-up and brochures stored
in a very visible rack.
The Youth Foundation also disseminated METALS at METAV, the largest German sectorial trade fair, as
foreseen in the description of work. The latest edition of the exhibition took place from 20 to 24 February
2018 in Düsseldorf. METALS was part of a large booth of the Youth Foundation located in the exhibition
ground of the event.
UCIMU disseminated METALS’ results in a specific dedicated conference on the project held during BIMU,
Italy’s largest machine tool trade fair, from 9 to 13 October 2018 in Milan. The target audience included
machine tool companies still unaware of the project, and in particular the e-platform developed by the
project was promoted. The event took place in the afternoon of 10 October at the booth of AITA, the
Italian Association for Additive Technologies, located at the center of the area dedicated to AM. Speakers
at this conference were CECIMO (general overview of the project), ECOLE (description of the evaluation
mechanisms) and one learner having participated at the pilot-test activities for the e-learning platform (eplatform user perspective). Approximately 15-20 people attended the conference. The figure was in line
with expectations. In addition, many other people stopped by for a short while to listen speakers. The
conference was promoted in social media (Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin). In addition, leaflets about the
6

METALS program and its results were also distributed to the schools that took part in the Guided Visits
program at BI-MU 2018.
AFM communicated about METALS at BIEHM, Spain’s largest trade fair and its related ADDIT3D trade
show, which took place from 28 May to 1 June 2018 in Bilbao. A total of 42,000 visitors were received at
these trade shows. For the occasion, AFM issued a special brochure containing information on several
projects. Half a page of this “AFM Cluster exhibitors guide” was used to provide information about METALS
project.

2.1.4 Printed material
METALS was addressed in a chapter authored by CECIMO in a 2018 book, entitled ‘Additive Manufacturing
– Developments in Training and Education’, aimed to outline all the latest strategies and teaching methods
in the field of AM. The title of the chapter is: ‘’The Machine Tool Industry’s Changing Skills Needs: What is
the Impact of Additive Manufacturing Technologies?’’. The chapter illustrated findings from CECIMO’s EUfunded projects on AM competences and job profiles, including METALS. Overall, the book brought
together the contributions of leading international experts on aspects such as new means of teaching,
training programmes for alternative employment pathways, the need for certification by professional
bodies and the use of community-oriented maker spaces to promote awareness of AM among society.
Printed promotion material, too, was prepared by consortium partners during the project. To this extent,
a leaflet to raise awareness on METALS, the skills challenges in the machine tool sector and the partners
involved in this initiative, was produced by CECIMO in the initial phase of the project. Later on, the
consortium prepared a brochure in English on skills gaps in areas of the machine tool industry. Examples
of printed communication materials are also presented in Annex 1.
In addition to that, roll-ups have been prepared in the consortium to be used in a variety of dissemination
events.

2.2 Activities in online dissemination channels
In terms of online activities, information on the project was featured in the METALS website as well as in
the website of several partners across the consortium. Relevant metrics about visits to the METALS
website are provided at pag. 23 (Annex 2). In Annex 1 (pag.10) are instead listed examples of online
promotion of the project by some of the METALS partners through their websites.
CECIMO included also an article on METALS in its Magazine edition of Spring 2018 (pag.27), Spring 2017
(pag.11) and 2016 (pag. 5). The magazine publication is sent to a large number of EU policy-makers ad
advanced manufacturing stakeholders all over Europe, both in pdf and in printed version.
The project got also featured in the Additive Manufacturing Activity Report created by CECIMO. This was
a document collecting the main CECIMO’s achievements of 2017 and the challenges ahead in the additive
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manufacturing field. The publication was sent to over 1,500 contacts in advanced manufacturing, and was
relayed by international Additive Manufacturing media.

2.2.1 E-Newsletter
As described in D.7.2, the METALS consortium proceeded with the publication of three newsletters at key
moments of the project implementation. This was though to be a better approach then releasing
newsletters on a monthly basis as originally outlined in the project proposal. This decision was justified by
the fact partners reckoned that a less frequent, yet more content-based e-newsletter, would better suit
the readers’ needs. Hence, partners issued three newsletters illustrating the following:

I.

First newsletter

The first issue was focused on the introduction of the METALS project to stakeholders whose contacts had
been initially gathered as part of D.7.1, as well as to additional contacts created as a result of METALS’s
promotional activities. The newsletter featured also project news and gave an overview of relevant
upcoming events related to the worlds of AM and machine tools.

II.

Second newsletter

The second issue focused on the draft version of the AM e-learning materials created on the basis of the
curriculum at EQF level 5 which described learning units and formal learning outcomes needed for additive
technologies. This newsletter also gave an update on the events where METALS had been promoted, and
illustrated upcoming conferences on education and industry.

III.

Third newsletter

The third and final issue summarized the existing work done in the frame of the project with regard to the
preparation of the AM educational context. It announced the availability of e-learning materials and
platform in English, German, Italian and Spanish, indicating the relevant website. It also focused on recent
dissemination activities and raised awareness on the development of a Memorandum of Understanding
with the endorsement of several stakeholders supporting the workforce development for AM
technologies, in line with the project results.

2.2.2 Press Releases
A total of three press releases have been produced by the consortium during the project period. They
intended to give to the AM community concrete updates on project milestones achieved. The first press
release was sent out in the initial phase of the project, in January 2016. It informed AM stakeholders about
METALS’s objectives and rationale for its formation, explaining how providing machine tool builders with
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the sought-after applied skills they need in line with disruptive technologies was a need to be carefully
addressed.
The second press release was disseminated in September 2017 ahead of the 2017 edition of EMO. As
mentioned ealier, this is the largest machine tool trade exhibition world-wide. The announcement
mentioned the presence of METALS at the trade fair, thanks to the promotion done by consortium
partners, and made an overview on the results generated until then. To this extent, it drew attention on
the trajectory of skills development emerged from the partners’ research and illustrated the curriculum
prepared by the METALS consortium with learning units and formal learning outcomes aligned with EU
guidelines. It also introduced how the units in the curriculum would be the building blocks of an online
AM learning course at the time under development.
The third and final press release was sent out in November 2018 with the goal of shedding light on the
completion and subsequent publishing of the freely available online course on AM. The bulletin also
described how partners developed a position paper on VET to raise policymakers’ awareness of the
importance of AM skills for the European advanced manufacturing sector.

3. Links with other EU initiatives
The project attracted also the interest of an EU initiative addressing T-shaped skills. CECIMO was identified
by the coordinator of this initiative, PwC, as a good practice for tackling the issue of skills mismatch for
the T-shape aspect in high-tech skills. The notion of T-shaped skills pertains to the versatile combination
of general skills across multiple domains and specialised skills within one domain, present within one
individual worker. The overall initiative, launched in October 2017, aims to address the challenges related
to high-tech T-shaped skills. The challenges refer to both the mismatch in type of skills possessed by
current and future employees, and to the shortage of qualified professionals available to fill open
positions.
METALS was selected among a number of initiatives to be showcased at the European level by this
initiative, which will form the base for future policy making in the field of high-tech T-shaped skills.
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Annex 1

Examples of Metals Project Dissemination by Tknika
Period: From 01/08/2016 to 31/04/2017
News about Metals project on Tknika’s website. Regularly. There is a section on Tknika’s Website for the
projects and services managed by the Area of Internationalization. In the section there is a space for
Metals Project. There is another section on the web called What’s new in Tknika? And periodically the
members of Tknika participating in the project upload information on the main facts of the project.
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Metals Brochure summarizing skill needs for Additive Manufacturing technology. A new Brochure on
Metals Project has been elaborated in English by project coordinator, CECIMO. We have translated the
brochure into Spanish and uploaded it to the web. Besides that, the brochure is also available for visitor
to our facilities.
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Examples of Metals Project Dissemination by Tknika
Period: From 1/May/2017 to 30/April/2018
Presentation of Metals Project: In May 2017, Iñaki Mujika, Director of Tknika, and Jose Luis Fdez Maure,
Responsible of Internationalization, explained Metals to Nuria Díaz de Gereñu, Arantxa Atxa and Mónica
Vázquez, managing staff of Unesco Etxea in the Basque country.

Presentation of Metals Project to some academic authorities from Panama. In May 2017, Gorka
Baqueriza informed the Director of the Professional Training and Maria Lourdes Peralta, coordinator of
the ITS, Panama.

12

Presentation of Metals project to the members of Joppap project. Lisbon. September 2017. Susana
Espilla and Jone Etxebeste, collaborators of Tknika and Coordinators of Joppap project explained the
characteristics of Metals to the partners of the project.

Presentation of Metals Project to the Studenten Seminar from Hannover, Germany. Members of the
Studenten Seminar visiting Tknika were informed about Metals project’s objectives and outcomes by
Gorka Baqueriza in October 2017.
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Presentation of Metals Project to the Technical Training Colleges of Araucania region, in Chile. In 17th
October 2017 Gorka Baqueriza talked to the teachers of Araucania about 3D Printing and the advantages
of Additive Manufacturing (Metals), as a part of the activities that they developed during they stay in
Tknika for the improvement programme.

Presentation of Metals Project to RPK. Iñaki Mujika showed the Ikaslab project to members of RPK
company in November 2017 in the framework of the relationships opened to collaborate with the Mexican
region of Guanajuato.

14

Presentation of Metals Project to the “Técnicos para Chile” Group. In December 2017, Gorka Baqueriza
gave a short presentation on Metals to some Chilean teachers, who were involved in the training courses
provided by Tknika to teachers awarded with a stay in the Basque Country by the Ministry of Chile, in the
framework of the agreement between the Viceministry of VET, Basque Government and the Mineduc of
Chile.

Presentation of Metals Project to a group of visitors to Tknika in December 2017
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Presentation of Metals Project to a group of visitors to Tknika in March 2018

16

News about Metals project on Tknika’s website. Regularly. There is a section on Tknika’s Website for the
projects and services managed by the Area of Internationalization. In the section there is a space for
Metals Project. There is another section on the web called What’s new in Tknika? And periodically the
members of Tknika participating in the project upload information on the main facts of the project.
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Examples of METALS project dissemination by CECIMO
News about METALS project on CECIMO website: the news concerning METALS project are published
under the section Publications < News.
-

NEWS 18/08/2017: On 18 August 2018, based on the findings of the METALS project CECIMO
produced a panorama which focuses on skills for additive manufacturing technologies.

-

NEWS 13/03/2017: On 13 March 2017 Filip Geerts, CECIMO Director General, presented the
current findings of METALS project at a workshop organized by the European Commission.

-

News: 28/09/2016: CECIMO has launched an Advisory Board for Skills composed of industrialists
and academics to ensure that its additive manufacturing projects, namely METALS and 3DPRISM,
are evolving fully aligned with the industry needs.
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-

News 28/07/2016: On 13 July, a METALS’ project workshop was organised by UCIMU: over 20
experts on additive manufacturing processes from academia, firms in the value chain of the
machine tool industry and business associations discussed METALS’ activities so far, and provided
inputs on the path ahead for the project.
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-

News 06/01/2016: The new initiative METALS is being set in motion by CECIMO, the European
Association of the Machine Tool Industries.

ˉ

Latest examples of dissemination through social media (Linkedin) done through the CECIMO
account (1 November 2018

21
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Examples of METALS project dissemination by IMH

•

7 of September of 2016: Meeting with Renishaw Spain (Iñaki Beitia and Iñigo Bereterbide).
The objectives of the METALS project have been explained to them and they have been willing to
collaborate. Days later they sent us interesting documentation related to Additive Manufacturing
and contents that could be included in the Curriculum to be developed in eLearning training.

•

24 of March of 2017: Meeting with diferent people
◦ Fermin Lazkano (ASMAOLA Innovation Center) Director
◦ Ixaka Egurbide (Fundación para la Formación Técnica) Director & IMH Engineering Director
◦ Imanol Iturria (IMH VET Institute) Director
◦ Inmaculada Garbayo (INCRESS People Management) Director

IMH has been explaining the details of METALS project and it has been decided to distribute leaflets of
the same both in the entrance of the IMH center as in the Conference that is going to be realized by
ASMAOLA – IMH in the next on the 30th of April.

•

30 of March of 2017: METALS brochures are distributed to the attendees and explained to those
interested in the project.
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http://www.imh.eus/en/news/claves‐de‐exito‐de‐la‐fabricacion‐aditiva‐jornada‐en‐el‐imh‐de‐la‐
red‐gipuzkoa‐4.0?set_language=en

•

30 of May of 2017: Meeting with Ana Vitorica (Responsible for the Digital Agenda 2020)
We have met with Ana Vitorica, head of the Basque Government for the Digital Agenda
2020. We have presented the analysis work and the definition made within the METALS
project about the profile of Designer for Additive Manufacturing.
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•

28 of June of 2017: Meeting project IKANOS
The IKANOS project consists of a project to create a self-diagnostic test to identify the
level of digital competencies in your organization. One of its objectives is to disseminate
and promote the adoption of the European framework of digital competences, conceived
from the implementation of the European DIGCOMP project.
A meeting has been held with the consultant of the IKANOS project, Roberto Lejarzegi
(Ibermática) and with Mikel Arbeloa, expert in Additive Manufacturing of the Sicnova
company. They have been presented the work done in the definition of the profile in
METALS and that input has been used to identify the digital competences of the Designer
for Additive Manufacturing.

•

25 of October of 2017: Meeting GIGET project
In this initial meeting of the GIGET project consisting of the identification of a process of
orientation for people interested in redirecting their professional career in different
profiles within Industry 4.0, we present the information referring to the skills and
competences identified within the profile of Designer for Additive Manufacturing. They
served as the basis for the rest of the partners when designing the profiles referring to
other areas that had to be developed within Industry 4.0.

•

28 of November of 2017: Conference: Business Opportunities in the Advanced
Manufacturing sector
http://www.imh.eus/es/noticias/oportunidades-de-negocio-en-el-sector-de-la-fabricacionavanzada
The general manager of IMH Ixaka Egurbide presented what IMH is doing within the
METALS project. Information and leaflets were distributed to the different attendees to
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the conference.
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•

29 of November of 2017: Conference: Gipuzkoa 4.0 network. Keys to the success of
Additive Manufacturing.
http://www.imh.eus/es/noticias/red-gipuzkoa-4-0-claves-del-exito-de-la-fabricacionaditiva
Mario Arrue, IMH researcher explained the different successful experiences made from
the IMH in Additive Manufacturing and among them was the work developed within the
METALS project of development of elearning materials for the training of design
technicians for Additive Manufacturing. At the same time, documentation related to the
project was distributed.

•

11 of March of 2018: New IMH Official Master Degree Digital Manufacturing
27

Advertising and mailing related to the Master in Digital Manufacturing. Within the
advertising carried out with the master, information related to the METALS project was
attached.
More information in: http://www.imh.eus/en/news/new-imh-official-master-degreedigital-manufacturing?set_language=en

•

9 of May of 2018: Presentation of New Digital Manufacturing Master IMH
Distribution of information and explanation of the work done within the METALS project
both to companies and to people interested in enrolling in the new master.
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•

29 May and 1 of June of 2018: BIEMH + WORKINN
Publicity and explanation of the METALS project in a joint stand together with AFM.
Representatives of the Education and Labor departments of the Basque Government
visited the stand. The elearning materials were presented to the interested persons
(companies and workers of the sector) and general information about the different
objectives within the project were publicized.

• 7 of
June of 2018: Presentation in Etorkizuna Eraikiz
Gunea
Presentation at the new Etorkizuna Eraikiz open
space of the Provincial Council of Gipuzkoa. In this space, projects that are considered
interesting for the future development of the province of Gipuzkoa are presented. In this
presentation, Kristian Sanz from IMH spoke about the work done within the METALS
project.
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•

13 of September of 2018: Presentation in the Usurbil to VET centers and companies in
the Basque Country.
In this presentation, the curriculum generated with METALS and the elearning materials
developed to work on the profile of Designer for Additive Manufacturing were discussed.

•

16 of October of 2018: Technical conference: News, experiences and future of Additive
Manufacturing

30

In
this
day,
the

following speakers participated:
◦ Naiara Zubizarreta, head of ADDIMAT (Association of Additive Manufacturing
Companies)
◦ Aitzol Lamikiz, professor at the Department of Mechanical Engineering of UPV/EHU
◦ Haize Galarraga, responsible for Additive Manufacturing of TECNALIA
◦ Xabier Cearsolo, Responsible for Strategy in Additive Manufacturing of IMH
More info: http://www.imh.eus/es/noticias/jornada-tecnica-novedades-experiencias-yfuturo-de-la-fabricacion-aditiva

18 of October of 2018: Presentation

Presentation of the elearning materials generated in METALS
Within the formation of the Master in Digital Manufacturing, the elearning material generated in METALS was
presented to the students both in its English version and in its recent translation into Spanish. They were given
31

access to the platform and they were analyzing part of the contents developed with the commitment to work
them in a personal way.
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Examples of METALS project dissemination by other partners
•

25 September 2017: Information about METALS in the AFM website news section

•

Web page from the UCIMU website giving information about the METALS project
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•

10 October 2018: Dissemination of the METALS event organised during BIMU by UCIMU and
ECOLE via Facebook
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•

1 of November 2018: Main page of the ITB website giving informaiton on the e-learning
platform developed within the METALS project
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Annex 2
METALS Website metrics

Countries/Languages

Visits

XX

100495

EN

24652

ZH

2952

DE

2602

RU

1374

IT

1368

ES

1293

FR

1215

Top days - Unique visitors

Visits

July 19, 2017

7960

February 3, 2017

1079

March 31, 2018

966

March 14, 2018

949

January, 2018

935
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